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Masuji Ibuse’s Pilgrim’s Inn: The Hidden Inn for
Abandoned Babys
TAKEDA Hidemi
Abstract　Masuji Ibuse was a famous writer of the Showa period, whose short novel 
Pilgrim’s Inn is considered to be a story he wrote based on a “fantasy” he imagined 
when spotting a small inn from a bus window on his way to Cape Muroto.  It has even 
been suggested in prior research that this work was a creation of the author’s 
imagination.  However, the setting of Pilgrim’s Inn and the characters it portrays 
exude such a powerful presence and sense of reality that strong doubt remains as to 
whether or not it was indeed a mere “fantasy”.  This is because the idea of a pilgrim’s 
inn being built on the pilgrim trail and the abandoned infants being saved, nurtured 
and continuously supported by the hospitable hearts of coastal inhabitants seems to 
exceed the boundaries of one author’s imagination.  It cannot be denied that Ibuse 
may have known about a similar establishment, based his story on it, and that he may 
have insisted it was a creation of his fantasy in order to protect the females of the inn 
from the curiosity of the world.
　 This story is so brilliantly configured, with the shabby inn which was once a 
fishermen’s hut and the stage where the marvelously-created characters of three old 
women and two young girls tell the story of the thoughtfulness and warm love of the 
locals towards the abandoned children who have never known the love of their own 
parents and the pilgrim mothers who were forced to abandon their beloved children. 
The story also depicts how the women and children rise above their abandonment, 
gaining independence in the pilgrim’s inn and forming a strong bond and warm love 
as they live out the generations.
　 The Valley of kuchisuke to live in, a book released by Ibuse in March of 1929, 
portrays the love and spirit of Christianity and salvation through the protagonist, 
Kuchisuke, and his mixed blood granddaughter “Taeto”.  In contrast, Pilgrim’s Inn 
tells a tale of Buddhist compassion and salvation, and deserves high acclaim for being 
based on a deep understanding of the warm “hospitality” shown by local inhabitants 
to the pilgrims who travel the Shikoku pilgrim trail.
　 Pilgrim’s Inn is an excellent piece of writing by an author with extraordinary 
aptitude, sensibility and creativity, with a deep underlying theme of those elements 
― 101―
井伏鱒二『へんろう宿』―棄て児を救う隠れ宿―
most important to human beings ― thoughtfulness and love towards others ― as 
well as the salvation of Buddhism, based on a sincere look at “raw” humanity and a 
deep understanding and knowledge of Buddhism.
Keywords:  Buddha’s salvation in Japan, The culture of Shikoku pilgrims, salvation of 
abandoned babys
